See these links on my home page ourconstitution.info, bottom:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/how-the-mysteries-of-khashoggis-murder-have-rockedthe-us-saudi-partnership/2019/03/29/cf060472-50af-11e9-a3f7-78b7525a8d5f_story.html?
"...The Khashoggi story is a lesson in how U.S.-supported intelligence and special-operations capabilities can be
misused by other countries..."
Editor: "DANGEROUS TOOLS" - WHAT ABOUT MISUSED BY THIS COUNTRY???

***
I have been protesting UM at their crossover bridge on US 1 and did this prior to the FIU bridge
collapse 3.15.18. These horrid events listed below occurred within weeks subsequent to my detailed
40-page report submission in February 2018 to the Manatee County Probate Court about my UM,
State, and MDC concerns, including suspicious deaths (including of the probate decedent). That report
included a draft response to FWS OIG’s Ronnie Austin, whom I had had a recent phone conversation
with: “…However, respectfully, in regards to your question about Flamm’s level of anger [that I didn’t
get him his brief paper – he did get the entirety of the vast amount of boater collection data >12,000
Excel entries and an extensive phone survey data of approximately 300 boaters], I think a much more
important question is, ‘Is the vile hostility against me and those around me, that I have reported,
including the hackings (phone/email home/work) and other extremely serious concerns, an appropriate
response (from anyone for anything)?’ Particularly concerning also is the fact that someone (or
persons) may be on a taxpayer time-clock (or otherwise acting surreptitiously on someone else’s
dollars) while doing this illegal and unethical activity. Might Flamm be/have been committing some of
these acts while on the FWS time-clock, or using FWS equipment? [Susan] Markley as a County
[DERM] employee? Jeff Borg (ACLU) who I mentioned to you previously?...”
All dates within days in March 2018:
Bombs in Texas 3/2, 3/12 (x2), 3/18 - 2 died
Sightseeing helicopter down in NY 3/11 - 4 died
Naval jet down in Key West 3/14 - 2 died
Military helicopter down in Iraq 3/15 - 7 died
Fire Cresson, Texas 3/15 - unk deceased
Walkover Bridge collapse FIU 3/15 - 6 died
***
The first two weeks of February 2019 I sent several emails including the same 40 pages referred to
above (requesting an investigation of my concerns) to the State CIG and IG who forwarded them to the
FWS IG Troelstrup, UM’s Malagon, and DOH IG Bennett within a day or two (early February
2019). I had several subsequent email and phone correspondences with the FWS and DOH OIG’s
including through March 8, 2019. (UM’s Malagon is known for “not seeing much” and I had indeed met
with her for almost 2 hours while at UM.) I sent the 40-page document to FIU Student Affairs March
14, 2019 (Flamm had provided some funding for my 2003 FIU MS research). The New Zealand
Mosque shooting was March 15, 2019.
***
September 21 and 22 2017 phone and email complaint regarding UM cancer data manipulations in
violation of State law, threat by UM manager Stuart Herna, and UM firing, to HHS OIG in
Washington, DC. Las Vegas shooting October 1, 2017.

PLEASE CONTACT GOVERNOR DESANTIS, FIU, FWS OIG, DOH OIG, WHOMEVER ELSE
AND DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION INTO MY CONCERNS!! SEE MY LINKS PAGE – I HAVE
ALSO CONTACTED SENATORS; GOVERNOR SCOTT; MULTIPLE STATE AGENCIES; PALM
BEACH COUNTY ADMINISTRATORS, POLICE, AND ATTORNEYS, ETC.
MASSIVE COVER-UP!!

